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Adversarial Graphical Models (AGM)

Structured SVM (Tsochantaridis et. al., 2005)

Align with the loss/performance metrics

No Fisher consistency guarantee
Based on Crammer & Singer’s Multiclass SVM

Conditional Random Fields (Lafferty et. al., 2001)

Fisher Consistent 
Produce Bayes optimal prediction in ideal case.

No easy mechanism to incorporate 
customized loss/performance metrics

● A distributionally robust approach

● Seek a predictor that robustly minimize a loss metric against the worst-case conditional distribution 

that match the statistics of the training data

Fisher Consistent 

Align with the loss/performance metrics

● Focus: pairwise graphical models: interactions between label = edges in graphs

● Feature function (𝐗, 𝐘): additively decomposed over nodes and edges

● Loss metric: additively decomposed over each 𝑦𝑖 variables, loss መ , ሙ = σ𝑖=1
𝑛 loss መ

𝑖,
ሙ
𝑖

● Dual problem: can be written in terms of node and edge marginal distributions:

General Graphical Models:
Intractable

Similar to CRF and SSVM: Focus: Graphs with low tree-
width, e.g., chain, tree.
Tractable optimization

AGM | Optimization
● Focus: tree-structured graphical models

● Matrix & vector notations:

Experiments

Optimization Technique:

- Stochastic (sub)-gradient descent (outer opt. for 𝜃𝑒 and 𝜃𝑣) 

- Dual decomposition (inner optimization)

- Discrete optimal transport solver (recovering )

- Closed-form solution (inner optimization)

General Graphical Structure with Low Treewidth:
- Create a junction tree representation, then run the same optimization technique. 
- Runtime: 𝑂 𝑛𝑙𝑤𝑘(𝑤+1) log 𝑘 + 𝑛𝑘2(𝑤+1) , where: 𝑛: # cliques, 𝑤: treewidth of the graph  

- Depends on the loss metric
- Additive zero-one loss metric: 𝑂(𝑛𝑙𝑘 log 𝑘 + 𝑛𝑘2)

𝑘: # classes,  𝑛: # nodes,  
𝑙: # iterations in dual decomposition

- Competitive with CRF [𝑂(𝑛𝑘2)] and SSVM [𝑂(𝑛𝑘2)]

Runtime (for a single subgradient update):

1. Facial Emotion Intensity Prediction 
(Chain Structure, Labels with Ordinal Category)

- Predict emotion intensity of each picture in a video 

- Each node: 3 class classification: neutral = 1< increasing = 2 < apex = 3

- Ordinal loss metrics: zero-one loss, absolute loss, and squared loss

- Weighted and unweighted. Weights reflect the focus of prediction.

- Results: Overall, AGM has advantages over SSVM & CRF in terms of

the average loss and number of “indistinguishably best” performance.

2. Semantic Role Labeling (Tree Structure)

- Predict label of each node given known parse tree.

- Cost-sensitive loss metric is used reflect 

the importance of each label

- CoNLL 2005 dataset

- Result: AGM: competitive with SSVM & better than CRF 

- Incorporating loss metric in learning is important

Structured Prediction with Label Interactions


